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The Role of. Metaphor in
ON

Prose Comprehension

Metaphor .

2

Learning 111 the moderic-school situation hat a strongly literdte bias.

In fact, Olson (1977) has stated, 'Schooling Us a matter of mediating the

reldilonship between, children and printed text.". From the beginning to the

end of theie school careers, children are expected to learn and recall

informationextracted from prose, 'Textbooks, workboOks and reference books

are students' constant companlons throughout their aoademic iives Given

thlt emphasis', it. Is hardly surprising that educators:and psychologists

have long '. been,interested in understanding how variousaspects of text

affect learninOnd recall. Figurative language is'one,aspect of text./.
Y

Ihat has a Controversial function; the risearcpresented:inthis
-.- r "

looks at the effecvon learning resulting from .the use of metaphor in

texts.

Before proceeding, leshould be noted that in investigating the

pedagogical effects of metaphor, our inquiry is 'restricted to educational

rather than literary metaphors.- .For purposes of this discussion, educa-

tional metaphors are defined by the primarily didactic nature of the

context in which they occur. Literary metaphors are those used in poetry

and the more artistic forms of literature. We make this distinction not

because educational functions are considered more important, but because

the two types of metaphors may,interact With text in quite different ways;

hence, it is mecessary to study them independently.

Educators' Interest in metaphor has centered on attempting to answer

two questions. first, do metaphors a fact prose comprehension? In other

words, does,the introduction of a he aphor into a passage tend to render

4'
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that passage more easily,learned and recalled in comparison to'the.same

. passage without the metaphor? Second, given that metaphors are prevalentA

in children's literature (Arter, 1976), when do children-develop 'the ability

to comprehend these metaphors et a level convertible to their literal

comprehension ability?

Considerable research has been conducted on the latter of these two

questions; with inconsis,ient results. There are several reasons for these

inconsistent results. They relate to the lack of an adequate theoretical

notion of what constitutes "metaphor" and the weak relationship between

the experimental tasks used and the phenomenon being investigated (Ortonv.

Reynolds, 6 Arter, 1978). There are also methodological problems resulting
,A

from the confounding Of the ability to deal with general language variables

such as indirectness and anaphoric Aference with /he ability to comprehend

metaphorical language (Reynolds 6 Ortony, 1980).

The issue f whether metaphors affect compretiension and learning from

prose by skill readers is of both theoretical and practical importance,

yet it-has, sPa4ed little empirical research, (Verbrugge MtCarrell, 1977).

Recent research KO, dealt with two ways If'using figurative,language in

the educational situation. The work of Hayes (Hayes 6 Tierney, 1980;

Hayes, Note 1) ggests that analogies used as advance organizers can

enhance comprehen ion of.subsequent material. An example would be intro-

ducing a unit on e earical curTent by having students read a passage'

about water f19wing-,through pipes. Of gi-eater practical and theoretical

interest it the work .dealing with the ef4cts on comprehension of metaphors

that occur within text. Thegenerial findings of this work have been

disco4raging. Metaphors have been shown to have a positIve.effect on
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prose comprehension in only a limited fashion. The metaphors themselves

may be better recalled,than their literal equivalents, but comprehension of

incidental material seems unaffected (Arter, 1976; Pearson, Raphael, Tepaske,

6 Hyser, 1981).

Two major problems confront investrgators interested in the effects

that metaphors have on the comprehension of prose. First is the problem

of knowledge about the domains of information to which, the metaphor relates.

If an indivIdUal does not know about lions, he/she cannot possibly under-

stand the intendedireaning in the statement, "The man is a lion." Second

is the difficulty Of constructing metaphors that can be easily paraphrased

int6 literal statements. For instance, it is extremely difficUlt to para-

,

phrase, "Tir man is a lion" with a literal sentence containing words of

equal frequency and sentence construction of equal syntactic complexity.

Yet, if these constraints are not met, the metaphor and its literal

equivalent may differ in comprehension difficulty for reasons extraneous

to the literal or non-literal nature of the statement. Beyond factors

such as word frequency and syntactic similarity, there is also the problem

of the lack of identity between the meaning of the metaphor apd that of

its Literal paraphrase. For example, Is it the intent of the statement,

"The man is a lion" VD convey the meaning that the man is brave or regal

or vicious or carnivorous, or does it convey elements of all of these

traits?

In the oresent research, those two problems have been addressed. With ,

respect to background knowledge, adult rather than child subjects were used

'to enlarge the number of possible domains of knowledge that could be used in

6
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the Metaphors. In addition, all of the materials were normed to ensure

rthat:most adult readers would possess the requisite background knowledge.

'The probta6 of.equivalent litera) paraphrases has been largely over-
,

come by,using Contextdependent metaphors as stimulus materials (Ortony,

,
Scballert, Reynolds, & Antos, 1978). 'A context-dependent metaphOr is one

In wh ch a normal English sentence, such et "Regardiless of the danger, the

troop marched on," is elther,i literal statement or a metaphorical !tate-

ment, depending on the context In which it appears. For examPle, in 0 .

story about 4 World Wan II battle, the sentenca:woutd'probably be inter-

prated liter/4,1y; however,,In a story about twoyOung children misbehaving

and annoying their babysltte the sentence ShoUld be gIvena metaphorical

interpretation. Hence, a cont xt-dependent,metaphor isbne that dep

On surrounding informatton to,determine how it will 00' understOod: Since

the Metaphor is a complete, Teaningful sentence, moTe nearly equivalent

paraphrases are easter to construct (i.e., "Despite, the,babysitter's

warnings, the children continued to misbehave."). Again al in the case of

background knowledge, a norming study was done to ensure thet,the,metaphors

' and the literal equivalent sentences conveyed approximately the same

meanings.

There are at least two approaches 'that might describe the utility of

metaphors as conVeyers of information in educational texts. The first,

the notion of general eAencement, is based primarily on the work of

Ortony (1975; 1979; see also Breal, 1897). This work suggests that

metaphors are necessary building blocks of language in that they allow

ideas that were previously inexpressible to be expressed, frequentiV in.a

vivid, compact form. It is further supposed that the vividness of

tJ
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metaphors, along with,*he way In which they are.comprehended, tends to

'enhance the memorability' of the metaphors themselves, as'well as thatof

_the information that idpears Oth the metaphor. Henee, fromcthis view-

rprOtt, the uSerof Metaphors in didactic discourse le considered not, only a

*19n of lIngUlstic elegance,. but 4 sign of linguistic efficiency asr well.

.
The sicond Vied:the non-facilitative approach, Is based primarily

on the work of Miller (1976), though elements of it can be traced.as far

back as Aristotle (McKeon, 1947). Miller has taken the stance that

metaphors ate used in educational writing only when the author Is unable

t.401)10! explicit or preclee about the information he/she Is IntereSted In

conveying. Nei*, metaphors are seen as stylistic devices that tend tO

. gloss over the intended meaning. In this view, the use of metaphors in

educational writing Is seen as cOntributing only Minimellythe learning
w

and recall t)f the information Conveyedrby and presented,with the metaphor:.

These two notions provide a basit from whiCh empirical.predictions

can be made: If metaphors enhance the learning and recall of prose

material (1.e.,.general enhancement), then information from passagei that

contain metaphorS shdOd be betterratalled theri,Information from'identical
,

Oassages that contain literal equivalents of the metaphors.. This superior

recall should apply 'to the metaphors themselves, 45 well as to other

passage infdrmation (Ortony, 1975). If, on the other hand, the non-

facilitative approach is correct,.recall of information from passages

containing metaphors should bleno better and perhaps even worse than recall

of identical information from the literally equivalent passage.

.The major purpose of this paper is to investigate the question of

whether or not metaphors help or hinder prose comprehension. In reality
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this question encompasses two questions. First, does the figurative nature

of metaphor enhance memory for the metaphor itself? Second, does,the

inclusiOn of metaphor In prose enhance the comprehension of the informatiOn

that appears with the metaphor? The present experiment attempts to answer

both of these questions.

In the experiment, adults read eight short stories and rated.their

quality and the effectiveness of the writing. They were told that the

materials would be used in a different study; hence, this study represents

an incidental-learning task. After reading, the subjects were given either

an Immediate 011kdelayed, cued recal4 test. Haff the subjects received

stories that contained metaphors, the other half received the sAme storie s

with literally equivalent statements replacing the metaphors.

Method

-Design and Subjects

The design was a 2 (recall interval: immediate vs. 7-day delay) x 2

(cue type: precue vs. postcue) x 2 (target type: metaphor vs. literal

equivalent) x 8 (passage) factorial design with recall interval, cue type

and target type as between-subject factors and passage as a within-subject

factor. The dependent measure was the amount of recall on the cued recall

test.

The subjects were 71 college students enrolled In six sections of an

Introductory educatlonal psychology course at a large midwestern university.

They participated in the study for ciass,credit: Three subjects' were dropped

from the study because they were not present when the delayed recall test

was given; hence, In the analyses half of the eight calls contained eight

subjects each while the other half contained nine.
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, Materials

The experimental materials consisted of eight short stories (nean

length of 50 words), each of Which ended with a summarizing statement

(hereafter caned the target). The target statement always appeared as

the last sentence In the story. For half, of'the subjects,the target

sentence in each story was a context-dependent metaphor; for the rest it

was a literal paraphrase of the metaphorical target. A sample\ set of the

components of one of the experimental stoi.les will help demonstrate iheir

nature,

Story Context:

The people of Nazi Germany were swayed by Hitier's:rhetoric.

AlthoUgh he had committed his,peoOle to a couse of,war, he

found it easy to persuade them of the virtue of his' actions.

Everyone in Europe at, the time was aware of the consiquences

of war. but.the Germans had a blind belief in Hitler.

Metaphorical Target:

The sheep followed the leader over the cliff.

Literal ParapOtie of the Metaphor:

The German peopIe blindly accepted Hitler's dangerous ideas.

The eight experimental stories plus-a cover page, general instructIonso

two practice stories, and a filler story were bound together into an

8 x 11-I/2 inch booklet. Each page of the booklet contained a story

(context anciterget) and three 7-point scales on which the story% was to

be rated. The scalessassessed the subjects' perceptiOns of how well the

440 Nr
stories were written, how, interesting they were, and what port of

impressions (e.g., negative or positive) the story elicited. The eight

. 10
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experimental stories were randomly arranged for each subject. The practice

stories always appeared first, while the filler story always appeared last.

Materials'for the cued recall test were"constructedas'follows. For

1

the precue condition, the first phrase (generally slightly shorter than

the target,sentences): from each story was printed in the upper left-hand

COrner of an otherwise blank piece of bond paper. These sheets were then

Pqr

combined into individual test booklets. Again, the order in which the

cues were presented was randomized for each booklet. The post-cue booklets

were constructed similarly except that the target sentences, either the

metaphors or their literal paraphrases,:were used as cues.

Two norming stldies were run on these materialS. The first was to

determine if the two types of, target sentences were equaily memorable out

of context. Thirteen subjects were given the metaphors and literal

equivalent sentences printed on one piece of'papeir. They were told to

remember as many of the sentences as they could. They were then 9iven a

five minute interpolated task followed by a recall test. Subjects were

told to semember the exact. sentence Wording if possible, but if hot to use

'their own Words. Thare-was nosignificant difference between'recall ofithe

metaphors or the llter.at equiValent statements (mean Idea unit recall
S.

25% for metaphors, 24% for literals).

The second norming study dealt with how well the metaphors and literal

equivalents conveyed the same meaning when presented in context. Twenty

,subjects read the context followedby both the metaphor and the literal

equivalent statement. Subjects were then asked to rate whether or not the

sentences conveyed the same meaning on a seven point Likert scale. On

the scale, a rating of "1" represented-identical meaning and a rating of

ett

11
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"7" represented no similarity in meaning. The average rating for all of the

experimental stories Was 2.48, S.D. .4. In other words the norming

. subjects indica.ted that the stories containing metaphors and their literally

*
equivalent statements'conveyed essentially

/

thesame meariings.

Procedure
efra

.The experiment was conducted using slx groups ranging in size from 5

to 20 students. As the students entered their classrooms, experimental

booklets were f.andomly distributed. Three of the classrooms were used for

th, delay condition and three were given the immediate recall test. Ail

other experimental conditions were represented In each classroom. When all

of the subjects had received their booklets, the experimenter read the

instructions out loud as the subjects read them silently. The instructions

stted that the experimenters were trying to find goo4 prose mate Is with

which to do reading studies. The subjects were asked If they would read

theistories and rate them.for interest, quality of writing and Impression

created. It was stressed that the subject should read carefully. :the
.

subjects then proceeded through the booklets at their own pacer

'When the subjects had finished reading, they were given five minutes

to complete 40 items of the Wide Range Vocabulary Test (French, Ekstrom, 6

Prince, 1963). They mere told that a measure of their vocabulary was

necessary for the experimenters to evaluate their ratings of the stories.

These scores were then used to ensure that no differences existed between

the students used In the two recall-interval conditions. When all subjects

hed finished the vocabulary test, instructions for the recall test ware

given to those subject! In the immediate recall condition. Recall

12



:instructions,'stressed that sObjeCts should try to recall the exact wor4

used in the stories,, but if they couldn't remember the exact Words, to use

their own words instead. When subjects in the delay condition finished the

bulary test, they-were told that the experiment was completed and

thanked for ;heir cooperation. One week later, the,experimenters.. returned

to the-deley subjects' classes and gave the recall test.. Following.

completion Of the recall test, all subjectS Were debriefed.

SCoring ilirocedure

A requirement of the present experimenf was to measure both the

quantity of infotmation recalled and,the f delity of the protocols to the

origihal t4ts. To achieve this, each pr tocol was scored for the number,

of idea units recalled on two levels: gist and verbatim. The use of idea

units and levels of scoring has become a fairly common technique in prose

research (e.g., Anderson & Ortony, 1975; Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, &

Goetz, 1977; Meyer & kie, 1973). However, since our procedures are

slightly different than thos usly used, a brief description of the

scoring scheme will be given.

First, three independent judges divided.the experimental stories into

ea units (i.e., phrases or sentences that each represented a single

thought or unit of information, or that significantly modified a previous

unit). The judges agrepd on 9r% of the divisions, with all disagreements

being, settled in confçence. Each subject's recall protocol was then scored

for the presence or absence of idea units, according to a 4-point scoring

system. Level I recall was exact reproduction of th soUrce unit, excep

-that terise Changes were allowed. Level 2 reca was close paraphrate t
,A

thqAource unit. Level 2 scoring allowed nd Wre.thad one or timo of the .

-
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now-essential words inthe source unit to be paraphreied. Levet 3 recall

was a total paraphrase of the source unit; here, subjects could use any

Wording they chose as long'as the meaning of the source unit was preserved.

Level 4 recall was Scored when material.was judged to be definitely deriVed

"from a source unit, but was not.expiicit ehough to be scored at any One of

the_previous leVels. For purposes OfIhe analysis, verbatim recall used

only Level 1 'scoring, and giSt recall used all four levels.

Using this system, two independent judges scored each of the subjeot's'

prOtocoli. They agreed on 93% of the scoring decisions. All disagreements

were settled in conference with a third judge.

Results

.
The subjects' ratings of how well the passages were written, how inter-

esting they were and their tone were analyzed. The stories containing the

literal paraphrase of the target metaphor were rated as.better written,

gr'

,more interesting and creating' a better impression than the stories that

contained the metaaors themselves; however, these differences were not

significant, F < 1. Aratyses of the.vocabulary scores established that

'* there was no significant'difference between the_immediate and delayed

recall subjects in,terms of,language ability, F < 1.

A 2 (recall interval) x 2 (cue type) x 2 (target type) x 8 (passage)

unweighted means analysis of variance was performed using the amount of

verbatim and gist recall as dependent measures. For the Verbatim mdasure,

, significant main effects were found for,recall interval, F(1,601 ma 57.62,

a < .01; and pessage, F(7,420) 15.91, a < .01. The,recall interval effect

was due to higher performance by immediate recall subjects than for the
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7-day delay tubjects.,-The passage effect resulted from differencei in the

memorability of individual passages. There ues also a significant Tecall

interval x Passage ordinal interaction, F(7,420),= 12.21, a < .0). No

other results reached significance, all 2.'s > .20.

Table 1 shows the mean proportion of idea units recalled using gist

scoring. This includes all idea units except those used in the cue. For

the gist measure, significant main effects were found for recall intervalL

F(1,60) a 91.25, 2.< .01, target type, F(1,60) = 3.46, 11.< .01 and pasSage,

F(7,420) = 27.48, a< .01. Again, the reCall interval effecelwas due to

superior recall by the Abjects tested immediately after reading. The

target-type effect was due to higher,recall by those sdbjects who read

passages that contained metaphors as opposed to those who read passages

.that contained the literal paraphrase of ihe metaphor. The passage effect

rresmlted from diffemential meMorability for individual passages. Signifi-.

cant interactions were found,for recall interval x passage, F(7,420). =

10.31, a< .1, and recall interval x target type x passage, F(7,420) =

2.32, R.<
1

.05. These results were due to variability in subjects' treat-

ment of the eight different experimental texts, but as can be seen from

Figure 1, the effect for metaphor is evideRvin all passages but,one. No

other re ults reached significance, alpfs > .24:

Insert,Tri about here.

A second set of analysevwere performed using data from only those

'subjects who received precues. These analyses looked at the recall of the

target sentences alone for both the verbatim and gist dependent measures.

For the verbatim measure, significant main effects were found for recall

,
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interval, F(1,30) = 20.96, a <, .01;'target type, F(),30)7= 7.89, a < .01;

and passage, F(7,210) = 4.26, a< .01. The target type result Was due to

greater recall of the.metaphors than their literal equivalents. There were

Met) significant interactions for recall. interval X target type, F(1,30) =

5.90, EL< .05; and recall interval x passage, F(7,210) = 3.31, 2.< .01.

he recall interval x target type interaction was due to the difference

betWeen recall for literal GT metaphoric target decreasing over time. The.

recall interval x passage interaction resulted from differences in

memorability for individual stories and was ordinal in nature. No other'

results reached significance, ail 22s.>

Table 2 represents the mean propoi.tion of target sentence idea units

recalled using gist scoring. Fdr-the gist measure, significant main'effects

were found' for recall interval, F(1,30) 29:94, a.< .01; target type,

F(1,36) 2:< .01; and passage, F(1,30) =.29.94, EL< .01. Significant

4

ordinal interactions were found for recall interval x passage, F(7,210) =

2.68, EL< .01; and resell interval x target type ,c passage, F(7,210) =

2.91, EL< .01, No other results reached signifiCance, all 22s > .09.

Insert Table 2 about here.

Disuissidn

The pattern of results obtained in this study, clearly supports the

contention that metaphor can afpct the piocessing of written language. 41

Analyils of the gist scoring of the subjects' recall protocols indicates'

Increased memorability for passages,wheri the concluding statement is

expressed,metaphorically rather than literally: As shown in Tábies 1 and

2, not only are the concluding metaphors themselves recalled better than

16
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the equivalent literal sentences, but there is alsoan increase in memory

for the preceding context. Figurei shows that these effects are consistent

across the experimental passages. Thus, under certain circumsances and

constraints, metaphors, like adjunct questions or advance organizers, can

enhance learning from written text.

Insert Figure 1 about here.

The cautious wording of.the previous statement reflects the preliminary

nature of this study, increasing the number of metaphors in a passage will

not necessarily increase memorability, and it could just as easily make the

text incomprehensible. Attempting to alter the text in this wayis like

trying to rewrite a college phytics text to.match the requirements of.a

fifth-grade readability formula. While the\resulting text may have

'1,
desired formal characteristics ih terms of Sentence length and word.

difficulty, it will remain inaccessible tolflfth graders unless proper
,

"consideration has been given to the requirements of protesting new concepts..

Similarly, to specify the effect of metaphor on memory, it is necessary

lk- to develop explanations that are sensitive to processing factors. These

explanations must be consistent With current models of text processing

ahd information retrieval, able"to account for different patterns of .

results given verbatim versus gist scoring, and tuggest conditions under

which metaphor-VI' or will hot improve memory. The present experiment

was not designed to test a model of metaphoric processing, but it does

provide data,an4 a pattern of results that must be accounted for by such

.a model. The following di,scussion of possible processing models is designed

to place qualifications on.the generailzability of our primary finding and

17
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Kintsch and van Dijk (1978)

processing. The-basic component
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theoretical issues in the more general

cetsing and retrieval explanations are

isolate the locus of the effect of

ly suggests that a facilitative effect

esent a fairly elaborate model for,text

this model is a. procedure by which the

reader attempts td validate the s4nntic integrity of his or her representa-

tion by relating new information a limited set of propositions curfently

active In short-term memoTy. FaIlt4çe to establish an argument match,among

propositions leads to an extended search through previously stored informa-

tion until a match is obtained, or tRe activation of an inference process

to try and generate the necessary match. The exact.nature of argdments and

propositions is not crucial'(Kintsch s van Dijk, 1978), only the central

premise that comprehension proceeds by relating the current input to.

stored information in order to maintain semantic coherence.

Within this model, memory for ideas from the text iS hifpothesized on

two levels: the microstructure and the macrostructure. The microstructure

consists of propositions that are close to the surface structure of the

text, while the macrostructure is,a morwabstracted summary of the main

ideas or gist of.the text: The probability that a given idea from the text

is recalled depandi on the number of times it is activated by coherence

processing. Memorability of macrostructure ideas depends also upon a

(
relevance judgment based on the 'schema directing comprehension; that is,

reader's purpose or expectations invoked while processing the text.

18.
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Given this model of processingor any other, for that matter--readers

in the metaphor Or literal equivalent conditions will come to the,final

sentence ef text with essentially identical memory representation. According

to Kintscirand van Dijk's (1978) model, subjects will have a currently

.active set of propositions in short-term4Memory and an established repre-

sentation at the micro- and macro-levels. .Now, given the metaphoric

conclusion, the resulting increase in memory could reflect differen !al

-7--ease in establishin emantic coherence or differences in subseq

processing.

The former eXpl nation assumes that subjects receiving a literal

conclusion are able to establish semantic coherence quickly 1.4th few)

processing operations. Metaphoric processing, however, might invoke a

search.of stored propositions, and perhaps inference generation, in order

to establish coherence. The additional activation of stored information

and inferential processing in the metaphor condition could account for

improved memory. This.explapation, however, is in conflict with findings

-

reported by Ortony et al. (1978) in terms of reaction times to understand

a given concluding statement following a oontext requiring either a

metaphoric or literal Interpretation of the sentence. Given elaborate

contexts similar to those used in this study, subjects responded at

essentially the same speed whether the literal or metaphoric interpretation

was required. 'Since subjects were instrUcted to respond as soon as they

understood the concluding sentence fheir reaction times can be taken,is

san indication of equal ease in establishing semantic coherence for

metaphoric and literal conclusions.
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=. That readers can as quickly interpret metaphoric and literal toncluslons

does not imply that they receive equal processing. 'Subsequent to initial

comprehension,- additidnal matro-level processing will be directed by the

operative schema. The readers' purpose ln processing the text Is influented

by the request td'rate each story on three'Sc les, in terms of: (a) the

writincN (b) Interest, and (c) the tone or impression created. One

.

component of this task shpuleinvolve judging the appropriateness of the

concluding.statement in terms of the established representation of the

story. Semantic coherence would be, a minimal requirement, but additional

processing should be essentiallor a qualitative judgment.

To account for increased memory following the metaphoric oonclusion,

one must assume more or deeper processing (Craik 6 Tulving, 1975) for the

reader to make the qualitative decision in this condition. Epstein,

Phillips, and Johnson (1974) orov1d4\support for this assumption. In
. ,

their study, Incidental recall for related or unrelated word pairs was

AssessedlOnder ttod sets of semantic-processing instructions. Subjects .

were told to find either a similarity or difference between the words.

Recall.was greatest when subjects attempted to find a difference between

related words or a similarity between unrelated words. This latter process

Is analogous to finding similarities between the metaphoric conclusion

and itarious Macro-propositions that constitute the gist of the story.

Interpreting the adequacy of the literi1 conclusion would be more like

(
, finding simi1arities betwe--entelated words and thus would entail less

processing and result.in a poorer memory representation.

The fact that the additional processing hypothesized to account for

Increaied memorability is between the macro-structure and the metaphor is
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consistent with the tndipg that significant differences are present only on

the gist or paraphrase ring. It should be noted that text recall, even

in the immediailhcondition, is.not'often.verbarim. Only about 5% of the.

Idea units are recalled verbatim as opposed to the approximately 20-25%

recalled under the gist scorliog. Thus, finding any effect of the metaphors,

on verbatim recall 14ty slrffer from floor effects. This is consistent with

notion that the more abstract macro-structure plays a key role in prose

recall.(Kintsch B van Oijk, 1978); in addition, any,inferential processing .

used to draw connections between the metaphor and the macrostructure will be

even further removed from the micro-propositional scoring framework used to

evaluate subjects's' verbatim nscall. Thus, 'only under the more liberal

storing format will such processing be rewaFded.

An equallY plausible account of the present results can be given using

the notion of inferential reconstructive processes that work at retrieval.
410

In this view, information is kred in terms of "fragments of the past

(specific memories) and knowledge of the world" (Spiro, 1980). At

retrieval, the subject uses the combination of specific memories'and world

knowledgeto recons ruct the remainder of the to-be-recalled information
.

(Bartlett, 1992; Sp ro. 100).

In the current experiment, the metaphors were better recalled than the

equivalent literal expression. This may have resuled from either the

nature' of their initial processing, as argued previously, or because of

the uniqueness of the metaphoric statements in-a primarily literal paragraph.

. While these are not completely independent explanations, at least the

strongest form of the uniqueness claim runs counter to the Ortony et al.

(1978) finding that these context-dependent sentences are as quickly
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Judged as coherent with the preceding context, whether a metaphoric or

literal interpretation is required.. The view that the metaphors are well .

,

remembered because they appear &soul of lace" in the passages is also not

consistent with subjects' responses on t e rating scales for each passage.

Once the metaphors themselves are recalled, for whatever reason, it

would than follow that the subjects could use these "specific memories"

in combination with their own knowledge to reconstruct the content of the

original material. Data from the present research seems to fit nicely

with this,..pxplanation. The metaphors themselves were better recalled than

the literal paraphrases on both the verbatim and the gist levels, suggesting

they may have served As the'specific memories around which reconstruction

occurred. incidental information was better recalled by the subjects who

nsceived metaphors than subjects who received the literal paraphrases at

the gist level of scoring only. This finding is reasonable if one assumes

that a reconstructive process centered around the metaphors themselves was

at work.

A post hoc analysis of the current data provides some support for the

reconstructive hypothesis. Under the reconstructive hypothesis if metaphors,

do act.as "specific memories" it would be predicted that if subjecis

recalled the metaphor Itself their nscall of the rest of the story should

be improved. Further, this should be true for subjects who received

metaphOrs but not for subjects who nsceived literal equivalent statements.

A conditional analysis of only those subjects cued by the first phrase of

each story showed that subjects receiving-stories ending with metaphors

and actually recallimg the metaphor liself recalled more incidental

Information than those subjects In the same group who did not recall the,

22
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metaphor t7 2.8, ELc .05. The same analysis done on subjects who received

the literal equivalent statements revealed no significant difference,

t < 1.6; hence, there is at least some support for the reconstructive7
hygothesis in the data.

The present experiment whs not designed to test if either of these

two explanations bet reflects, the process by which metaphors interact

with text information to produce the greater recall found in thisstudy.

More research is neededto establish which of these two explanations

(processing vs. retrieval) better reflects the effects that metabhors have

on the learning and recall of prose.

The role of the metaphor within the passage may alsciaffect its Contri-

bution to meMorabilit. In this study, metaphors served as summary

statements and, therefore, their adequacy was judged against the existing

macrostructure representation. Metaphors could also serve to clarify

some detail of the text or to draw an analogy between an unknown event

or procedure and a more familiar idea. In the former case, only a single
fe

proposition may benefit from the argument overlap with the metaphor, and

thus passage recall will not be greatly affected. In the latter case, a

new schema may be introduced in terms of which later information may be

interpreted and through which recall strategies can be initiated. Ortony

(1979) end Fetrie (1979) have elaborated on these functions or metaphor.

Depending on the adequacy of the metaphor and the 'knowledge base of the

individual, this analogical usage could have a substantial effect on

memory for the text. These functional ccngiderations, along with the

processing model, suggest some of the.adv ages and limitations related

to the use of metaphor. Further research i'eessary to evaluate these

23
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Speculations and to elaborate the role of thq metaphor in educational

materials.
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Precue Postche,,

Metaphor- .26 (.101 .26 (.07) .07 '(.06) .,... .08 (.09)

UM-, ,02.(41) -4-. .04 (q02). -

4:-

;

Stendar4 delliastion* are presente& in parentheses.
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Table 2

Target

teiltente,
,P

Metap*

Literal

.38 (.18)a

.17 (.09).o-
Stari'da17.0" deviations are presented in parentheses. ;-

0
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Figirre 1. Idea units recilled for the recall Interval by argot type

-by.Oetsage Ihteraction, 1
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